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Abstract This study presents, for the first time ever, occulting signals of the Global Navigation Satellite

Systems (GNSSs) acquired at two polarizations from a Low Earth Orbiter, and it shows that they sense heavy

precipitation. The data sets are obtained from early stages of the Radio Occultation and Heavy Precipitation

experiment aboard the PAZ satellite, launched in February 2018 and activated in May 2018. Preliminary

calibration algorithms are applied to remove other systematic effects, and the resulting vertical profiles of

polarimetric phase shift observations are compared to precipitation information from other missions. The

analysis of the data shows consistency between Radio Occultation and Heavy Precipitation experiment

aboard the PAZ satellite polarimetric phase shift measurements and presence of hydrometeors, with

strong signatures from heavy precipitation. The polarimetric measurements also capture vertical features

consistent with the vertical structures of precipitation.

Plain Language Summary When the satellites of the navigation systems (like GPS) set below the

horizon, their signals can be used to measure temperature, pressure, and humidity of the atmosphere at

different altitudes (an observation called radio occultation). For the first time, a satellite has collected these

setting GPS signals at two polarizations, that is, separating two different orientations of the electromagnetic

field (horizontal and vertical with respect to the receiving antenna). It is the Radio Occultation and Heavy

Precipitation experiment aboard PAZ satellite, launched in February 2018 and activated in May 2018.

Previous theoretical studies have shown that intense rain crossing the path of the GPS signals would

introduce a delay of the horizontal component with respect to the vertical one. This study shows the analysis

of the polarimetric delays, and it confirms that they are related to the presence of rain, in particular intense

precipitation. The measurement of polarimetric delays at different altitudes is consistent with the presence

of rain structures at different heights. No other technique captures profiles of both thermodynamics

and hydrometeor content in intense rain phenomena, and therefore, the Radio Occultation and Heavy

Precipitation experiment aboard the PAZ satellite data could provide a new tool to understand extreme

precipitation, with potential to improve its difficult prediction.

1. Introduction

Heavy precipitation events have severe impacts on human life and property, representing one of the main

sources of billion-dollar disasters (Smith&Katz, 2013). Themost recent decadal survey for Earth Science, spon-

sored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion, and U.S. Geological Survey, identified improvements in precipitation prediction as a primary objective

(NASEM:National Academies of Sciences Engineering andMedicine, 2018). The driver of themost intense pre-

cipitation is convection, the process by which rapidly rising buoyant air carries moisture from near the Earth’s

surface upward, condensing to produce precipitation. Unfortunately, convection is poorly understood glob-

ally and limits the ability of forecast and climate models to accurately predict and represent precipitation,

respectively (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014; Sherwood et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2016).
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There are no current missions or instruments capable of directly observing vertically resolved information in

and near convection to address fundamental questions related to the role of water vapor structure in initi-

ating heavy precipitation events (Kuo et al., 2017; Schiro et al., 2016). The processes within the convection

are dependent on the environment—the water vapor and temperature vertical profiles in the region sur-

rounding the convection. Low Earth orbiting satellite-based passive microwave sounding radiometers such

as theAdvanced TechnologyMicrowave Sounder operate inmillimeter-wavewater vapor bands,which under

heavy precipitation are sensitive to the upper cloud ice region (Haddad et al., 2017). Microwave imaging

radiometers such as the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Microwave Radiometer provide total col-

umn water vapor over ocean (Duncan & Kummerow, 2016). From precipitation profiling radars such as the

GPMDual-Frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR), thewater vapor andprecipitation profile cannot be separated

solely from the radar backscattered signal.

Polarimetric radio occultation (PRO) measurements have been proposed as a method to characterize heavy

rain in Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) radio occultations (ROs), by measuring its thermodynamic

vertical structure (usual GNSS RO application, e.g., Anthes et al., 2008; Kursinski et al., 1997) while simulta-

neously acquiring the polarimetric differential phase delay induced by large size asymmetric hydrometeors,

which links to the rain rate. The Radio Occultation and Heavy Precipitation aboard PAZ (ROHP-PAZ) is a

spaceborne experiment to prove the PRO concept. It consists of a GNSS receiver tuned to acquire signals

at two linear polarizations (horizontal and vertical components) as provided by a dual polarization antenna

pointing to the limb of the Earth, under radio occultation geometry. The receiver is the same as in the

COSMIC/FORMOSAT-3 mission, providing similar performances. Further details of the mission, PRO instru-

ment, and initial sensitivity studies are described in Cardellach et al. (2014), Padullés et al. (2016), and Padullés

et al. (2016), while the theoretical base and intended retrieval algorithms can be found in Tomás et al. (2018)

and Cardellach et al. (2017), respectively. These theoretical studies show that precipitation induces GNSS PRO

signals above the expected noise levels and with systematic effects in principle removable. The PAZ satellite

was launched in February 2018, and the ROHP-PAZ experiment is operating sincemid-May 2018. Themission

is currently in commissioning phase, including system calibration and validation. The early data reported in

this study present clear sensitivity to intense precipitation. After the commissioning phase, levels 1 and 2 data

(observables and geophysical retrievals, respectively) will be made publicly available for research purposes

during PAZ lifetime (over 5 years nominal lifetime).

2. Data Set

We analyze ROHP-PAZ GNSS PRO profiles obtained over 5 months, from 10 May to 10 October 2018. Being

part of the commissioning phase, a few changes in configuration and operational tests were run during the

acquisition period, reducing the total amount of otherwise available data. The total number of profiles col-

lected for the period was 27,034. For analysis purposes, these profiles have been colocated with the IMERG

(Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM) products, which intercalibrate, merge, and interpolate several

satellite passivemicrowave precipitation estimates, togetherwithmicrowave-calibrated infrared satellite esti-

mates, monthly precipitation gauge analyses, among others (Huffman et al., 2015; Huffman, 2017), and with

infrared brightness temperatures as provided in the NCEP/CPC Merged IR products, sourced from different

satellites (Janowiaket al., 2017). IMERG rain rateproducts areusedhere as an indicator of precipitationbut can-

not be used as a calibration reference because they are surface fields (2-D) without direct information on the

vertical structures of the precipitating cells. Three-dimensional (3-D) information would be required to prop-

erly compare to the altitude-dependent limb sounding geometry of GNSS RO. Moreover, the performance of

IMERG varies over different surfaces (e.g., ocean/land), and it has its own limitations. For example, Tan et al.

(2017) found that IMERG misses detection in 8% of the cases and it yields false positives in another 5.5% at

resolutions of 0.5 hr over 2∘. The maximum time separation between ROHP-PAZ and the ancillary products is

required to be 15 min, and they have been averaged around the location of the RO profile (here defined as

the average location of the RO tangent points in the lowest third of its profile). These products are averaged

to deal with the fact that (1) the ROHP-PAZ observation represents an integration along its raypath and (2) in

this study the actual orientation of the ROHP-PAZ observation is not considered.

Two averaging schemes have been used in this study: mean across cells of size equivalent to the size of a 2∘

longitude ×2∘ latitude cell in the equator (identified hereafter by subscript 2°, e.g., averaged IMERG rain rate

⟨RIMERG⟩2° × 2∘ ≡ R2°) and similarly across 0.6∘ × 0.6∘ cells (subscript 0.6∘). The size of the two averaging cells

complements each other: 2∘ is similar to the distance traveled by the ROHP-PAZ rays at the bottom layers
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(where precipitation occurs), making sure the significant segment of the ray is within the cell, although rain

might be present in other areas of the cell not actually crossed by the ray. The chance that the rain within the

cell is actually crossed by the RO rays increases by averaging over a smaller area, such as 0.6° × 0.6°, but then

some rain crossed by the raysmight have been left outside the smaller cell. Both schemes introduce inaccura-

cies in the colocation that increase the dispersion of the analysis. These inaccuracies have to be added to the

dispersion introduced by the performance of IMERG over these spatiotemporal resolutions (∼14% failures;

Tan et al., 2017). The IMERGgrid covers from−60∘ to 60∘ latitude; therefore, a significant number of ROHP-PAZ

profiles donot have colocated IMERG information, and they are not analyzed in this study. The quality controls

applied to the individual H-pol and V-pol profiles are based on (a) their successful inversion to vertical pro-

files of refractivity, temperature, andwater vapor and (b) the retrieved refractivity profilesmust bewithin 10%

of the collocated NCEP/GFS analysis from 0- to 30-km altitude. We also remove profiles without data below

20 km and those with data only below 20 km. The number of colocated profiles that have passed the quality

control are 14,297 with 4,338 of them presenting some rain within the equator-equivalent 2∘ × 2∘ cell around

the profile (see their geographic distribution in supporting information S1).

3. ROHP-PAZ Data Processing

The ROHP-PAZ data for each occultation primarily consist of time series of GNSS signal amplitude and

carrier-phase delay as the GNSS transmitter sets below the horizon. Only GPS L1 signals have been analyzed

(∼1.5 GHz). Traditionally, from the excess phase delay (with respect to vacuum propagation) it is possible to

determine the bending suffered by the radio link as induced by vertical gradients of the atmosphere, from

which vertical profiles of the refractive index (temperature, pressure, and moisture) are inferred (e.g., Kursin-

ski et al., 1997). These type of observables and retrievals are used in this study for quality control and to help

estimating the cloud top height (CTH). The analysis is instead focused on the novel polarimetric effects of the

ROHP-PAZ. The newobservables are the polarimetric phase shift, or relative phase delay betweenH-polarized

signals with respect to the V-polarized ones. As detailed in Tomás et al. (2018), hydrometeors are not the only

effect inducingpolarimetric phase shift, butother factors also induce thesephasedelays: theGNSS transmitter

polarization purity, Faraday rotations (ionosphere and magnetic field), antenna phase pattern, instrumental

delays, and an arbitrary initial phase with which the receiver starts the measurements at each polarization

channel. During commissioning phase, all these effects are being characterized and calibration strategies are

being analyzed. A simple calibration approach is used in this study, as reported in the fifth and sixth points

below. Note that some residual effectsmight have not yet been properly removed. Starting fromexcess phase

delay observables interpolated at common acquisition times for H- and V-polarized signals, the processing

steps are as follows:

1. At every observational time, subtract the phase delay of V-polarized signals from the delay of the

H-polarized one:Δ𝜙1(t) = 𝜙H(t) − 𝜙V (t).

2. Remove an offset equal to the first value of the time series:Δ𝜙2(t) = Δ𝜙1(t) − Δ𝜙1(t0).

3. Remove any remaining cycle slip appearing inΔ𝜙2(t).

4. Express the time series as a function of the altitude of the radio link tangent point: Δ𝜙2(ht) = Δ𝜙2(ht(t)).

This step is based on the traditional RO retrievals.

5. Fit a linear trend onto the segment of data between 20- and 70-km altitude: Δ𝜙m(ht) ∼ a + bht . The

trend is due to nonhydrometeor systematic effects (transmitted ellipticity, Faraday rotations, antennaphase

pattern, and instrumental delays), and it was described and testedwith synthetic data in Tomás et al. (2018).

6. Correct the entire profile, down to the bottom layer, with the linear trend:Δ𝜙(ht) = Δ𝜙2(ht) − (a + bht).

7. Filter at 1 Hz to reduce noise. This last step reduces the vertical resolution, which at the bottom layers of the

troposphere becomes approximately a few hundred meters.

An example of the result of this process is shown in Figure 1, for a case partially colocated with GPM orbital

products (Grecu et al., 2016) within 7-min mismatch. The ROHP-PAZΔ𝜙(ht) observation shows a positive dif-

ferential phase shift that agrees reasonablywell with the 3-D precipitation structure, despite the limitations of

the colocation. Here we present the polarimetric shift in degrees instead of millimeter delay (units of length

used by the GNSS community), to avoid confusion with the units of precipitation (mm, mm/hr). The conver-

sion factor to return the phase shift from degree to GPS L1millimeter phase delay, used in the previous GNSS

PRO studies, is 𝜆L1
mm

∕360° = 0.528.
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Figure 1. ROHP-PAZ profile partially colocated with GPM DPR 3-D precipitation products (Grecu et al., 2016; Olson, 2017), and resulting polarimetric phase shift:

(left) maximum columnar rain rate provided by the GPM radar projected onto the surface (solid color between dashed lines) and the different ROHP-PAZ ray

trajectories in gray (light gray for ray points at altitudes above 10 km and dark gray otherwise). The tangent (central) points of the RO lay approximately around

longitude 124.5∘. Semitransparent colors beyond the dashed lines correspond to precipitation information obtained from the GPM radiometer (GMI), which does

not provide vertical structure; (middle) vertical precipitation structure as measured along GPM DPR slices interpolated to the ROHP-PAZ observational planes and

adjacent to them (±50 km). Only the maximum rain rates at each longitude are shown. GPM GMI data are not included in this panel because of their lack of

vertical information. Approximately half of the RO plane misses 3-D rain information due to the orientation of the RO plane relative to the DPR swath; and (right)

the differential phase shift Δ𝜙(ht) observed by ROHP-PAZ. ROHP-PAZ = Radio Occultation and Heavy Precipitation aboard PAZ; GPM = Global Precipitation

Measurement; DPR = Dual-Frequency Precipitation Radar; GMI = GPM Microwave Radiometer.

4. Is ROHP-PAZ Sensing Heavy Precipitation?

The colocation between ROHP-PAZ profiles and IMERG gridded data is used to separate the profiles occur-

ring under rain-free conditions from those occurring under potential precipitation. The use of IMERG has

the advantage of providing gridded products with fine temporal resolutions (30-min batches), but the main

disadvantage is the lack of 3-D information, which would enable the comparison with vertical structures in

ROHP-PAZ. For the purpose of testing sensitivity to precipitation, it is enough to base the spatial colocation on

IMERG rain rate products averaged across the larger cells around the ROHP-PAZ events (R2°). For complemen-

tarity, in certain cases we have also used the mean IMERG values averaged across the smaller cells (R0.6°). The

statistics of the polarimetric phase shift at different altitudes are computed for two data subsets separately:

the rain-free events and the rain events (Figure 2): the profiles occurring under rain-free conditions average to

zero atmost altitudes, except a small positivebias of∼ 1∘ near the surface level. ThedispersionofΔ𝜙 is smaller

than 2∘ above 4.5-km altitude, and it is better than 4∘ on the surface level. The former study in Cardellach et al.

(2014) anticipated values of this order of magnitude (2.8∘ noise at the surface level, improving with altitude).

The ROHP-PAZ performance is slightly worse, likely related to near-field effects provoked by a large metal-

lic ring close to the RO antenna, a mechanical interface that had to be assembled months before launch to

adapt the satellite to a change of launcher and that distorts the antenna pattern reducing the signal-to-noise

level of the signals over certain angular ranges. The slightly increased dispersion could also be due to small

interpolation errors when aligning H and V signals to common time tags. Regarding the small positive bias,

it is being studied in terms of possible ionospheric (e.g., Faraday rotation) and instrumental effects. At the

moment, the main component of the bias seems unrelated to the ionosphere, while it shows dependency

on the azimuth angle in the antenna reference frame. This might be an indication that ancillary calibration of

antenna effects need to be conducted and data accordingly corrected. This biasmay also be related to effects

of low SNR (Sokolovskiy et al., 2010) aswell as independent tracking of H and V signals (Cardellach et al., 2014).

These possibilities will be further investigated. False negative colocations (rain events flagged as rain free)

could also contribute to the positive bias. In contrast, the set of ROHP-PAZ profiles acquired under rain condi-

tions present clear offsets toward positive values, its mean exceeding the dispersion of the rain-free statistics

inmost altitudes. This implies a statistically significant signal. The dispersion of the set of rainy events is much

larger, as it captures the different magnitudes for different rain events and inaccuracies of the colocation.

The statistics shown in the left and middle panels of Figure 2 have been computed analyzing all the profiles

at each altitude. Nonetheless, the near-zero mean found for rain-free events does not guarantee that each of

the individual profiles averages to zero (profiles biased in opposite directions would average out the mean

values in Figure 2, left). To check the performance of individual profiles, the mean polarimetric phase shift of
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Figure 2. Mean and standard deviation of Radio Occultation and Heavy Precipitation aboard PAZ profiles at different

altitudes (left) under rain-free conditions and (middle) under rain condition of any intensity. Upper axis and dashed line

for the number of cases. See supporting information S1 for the geographical distribution of the rainy events. Right:

Histograms of the individual profiles’ ⟨Δ𝜙⟩0−−20km under rain-free condition (blue, 9,959 profiles), R2° > 2 mm/hr

(orange, 187 profiles) and R2° > 4 mm/hr (green, 43 profiles). More information on the extreme case with ⟨Δ𝜙⟩0−−20km ∼

35∘ shift can be found in supporting information S2.

each of them, evaluated under 20 km only, has been generated, ⟨Δ𝜙⟩0–20km. Histograms of ⟨Δ𝜙⟩0−−20km are

shown in Figure 2 (right). The 98.4% and 99.97% of the rain-free events have a mean polarimetric phase shift

smaller than 2∘ and 4∘, respectively. The histogram shifts toward larger positive values for rainy events. Nearly

no overlap is found between rain-free profiles and those with averaged rain rates larger than R2° >4mm/hr. A

thresholddefinedas ⟨Δ𝜙⟩0−−20km ≥ 4° for intense rain events results in<1%of false positives, but somewould

remain undetected (e.g., three events with R2° >4 mm/hr in this data set). These thresholds and percentages

are provided to illustrate the link between the observableΔ𝜙 and hydrometeors, but at this stage they are not

understood as the thresholds of an actual detection algorithm. More data over different seasons are needed

before we can establish skill score metrics as a function of the detection threshold. The relationship between

the mean rain rate within the cell and the mean polarimetric shift is presented in Figure 3, where ⟨Δ𝜙⟩0–20km
clearly increases with rain rate. This supports the hypothesis that GNSS PRO senses rain, with larger response

from intense precipitation.

During the 5-month period analyzed in this study, 98 ROHP-PAZ profiles are spatiotemporally colocated with

GPMDPR 3-D products (Olson, 2017) between±60∘ latitude. Among them, only four present intense rain, but

the colocation is marginal in three of them. Figure 1 presents one of the GPMDPR 3-D colocations with larger

overlap. This quantity is insufficient at the moment to check whether the vertical structures of the ROHP-PAZ

polarimetric phase shift are consistent with the vertical distribution of hydrometeors. For this reason we have

used the CTH as indicator of the vertical extension of the observed systems. We estimate CTH as the altitude

of the ROHP-PAZ RO temperature profile that matches the infrared brightness temperature (Holz et al., 2006).

While this CTH is not necessarily accurate under all circumstances, we assume that, on average, it will act as an

indicator of higher versus lower hydrometeors. Figure 4 (left) presents the vertical statistics of events forwhich

IMERG rain rates R2° exceed 1mm/hr, grouping them as a function of the estimated CTH. The statistics present

polarimetric shift features at higher altitudes for events within higher clouds, peaking around∼7-km altitude

when the CTH is above 13 km, whileΔ𝜙 in lower clouds present maximum polarimetric shifts at around∼2.5

km. This is consistent with the presence of hydrometeors at higher and lower layers of the troposphere. To

check whether humidity could also explain these vertical structures, Figure 4 (middle) presents themean and

dispersion of the humidity as a function of the altitude for the same data sets. The plots show that the vertical

humidity profile does not match the structure of the polarimetric phase shift measurements; thus, it cannot
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Figure 3. Mean polarimetric phase shift of individual profiles ⟨Δ𝜙⟩0–20km averaged in groups of similar rain rate. The

binning in rain rate is not homogeneous to prevent large disparities in the population within each bin. For a given

polarimetric phase difference, the mean precipitation in equator-equivalent 2° × 2° cells is lower than the one in

equator-equivalent 0.6° × 0.6° cells. This result is consistent with parts of the large cell not registering any precipitation,

while the 0.6° × 0.6° cells are more likely to be within the precipitating rain cell at the polarimetric radio occultation

tangent point.

be the origin of the polarimetric phase shift and supports the hypothesis that Δ𝜙 signals link to presence

of hydrometeors. The link between the altitude where Δ𝜙 is predominant and the potential altitude of the

precipitation cell is confirmed when we search the altitude of maximum polarimetric signal at each profile

with R0.6° >2 mm/hr and group them by CTH. As seen in Figure 4 (right), the higher the CTH the higher the

altitude of the predominant ROHP-PAZ polarimetric phase shift, consistent with precipitation cells reaching

higher altitudes.

Figure 4. (left) Mean (solid line) and dispersion (shade) of four subsets of data, all correspond to cases with R2° > 1

mm/hr. They are grouped according to the estimated cloud top heights (CTHs) as shown in the legend. (middle) Mean

(solid line) and dispersion (shade) of the observed Global Navigation Satellite System radio occultation water vapor

density as function of the altitude, for the same subsets. (right) Average of the altitudes where the maximum Δ𝜙(ht)

occurs as a function of the CTH, for cases with R0.6° > 2mm/hr. A map with the geographic distribution of these events

and their height of maximum polarimetric shift can be found in supporting information S3.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

This study describes a preliminary analysis of the first data set of PROs acquired from space by the ROHP-PAZ

experiment during the five firstmonths of its commissioningphase. Colocationwith 2-D IMERG rain rate prod-

ucts and NCEP/CPC infrared brightness temperatures have been used to analyze the response of ROHP-PAZ

observations. The coarseness of the colocation has introduced some dispersion into the statistics by either

adding rain cells not crossed by RO rays within the spatial averaging (especially in R2°) or missing rain beyond

it (e.g., along the RO plane in R0.6°). Despite this limitation, the statistics of the polarimetric phase shifts are

shown to be linked to the presence of hydrometeors, with higherΔ𝜙(ht) in events ofmore intense rain. More-

over, the vertical distribution of the polarimetric phase shift is consistent with the height of the precipitation

system, preliminary assessedusing theCTHdefined as the altitudeof the RO temperature profile thatmatches

the infrared brightness temperature of the scene. The conclusion of this study is that spaceborne GNSS PRO

polarimetric phase shifts are sensing hydrometeors, with larger signals for heavier precipitation, confirming

the theoretical studies in Cardellach et al. (2014) and Cardellach et al. (2017), the field campaign results of

Padullés et al. (2016), and the predictions by Tomás et al. (2018).

The polarimetric shift in individual profiles often exceeds those predicted in simulation works (Cardellach et

al., 2014; Cardellach et al., 2017), indicating that hydrometeors induce strong signals. This is most evident

on the higher altitudes, where mixed phase and cloud ice might also contribute to the polarimetric signals.

The differences with the simulations could also be partially due to the coarse colocation used in the present

study, which averages the IMERG rain rate over large areas, or to underestimation in the models used in the

simulation studies. Consequently, we will need to recalibrate the retrieval tools developed in the past based

on synthetic data (lookup tables presented in Cardellach et al., 2017). Accumulation of additional ROHP-PAZ

data will enable us to refine the retrieval tools and improve the instrumental calibration (including studies

on the different degree of ellipticipty present in transmitted signals) and further understanding on whether

ionospheric effects might be having an impact on some individual profiles (statistical analysis does not show

a dependency). Particular cases and outliers will be analyzed. The objective of these efforts will be to invert

the individual Δ𝜙(ht) profiles into vertical profiles of precipitation probabilities (e.g., exceedance probability

of precipitation). ROHP-PAZ observables and retrieved products will then be publicly available. Furthermore,

the ability of PRO to provide refractivity profiles inside the precipitating clouds remains, which makes it the

only space-based remote sensing technique able to sense precipitation within clouds and constraint, via

refractivity profiles, the associated thermodynamic conditions (e.g., de la Torre Juárez et al., 2018). Therefore,

ROHP-PAZ GNSS PRO data could be of interest to investigate relationships between thermodynamic pat-

terns and heavy precipitation structures, as no other satellite technique senses both aspects of intense rain

phenomena.
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S1: geographic distribution of the rainy events

Geographic distribution of the ROHP-PAZ events acquired during the first five
months of mission for which rain information is available through co-location
with IMERG products, and for which IMERG rain rates around the RO aver-
aged over an equator-equivalent 2◦ × 2◦ are higher than R2◦ >0 mm/h (colored
dots). The size and color scale links to the co-located R2◦ . The black dots
close to polar regions correspond to observation that do not present IMERG co-
location. The histograms of latitudinal and longitudinal distribution correspond
to IMERG co-located cases with R2◦ > 0 mm/h.
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S2: extreme case in histogram Figure 2-right

Figure 2-right of the letter presents a case with a potential outlier value, with
mean polarimetric shift ∼ 35◦. As shown in the figure above, this outlier is
not an artifact or instrumental error, but it corresponds to the sounding of
an extreme event: a ROHP-PAZ profile crossing the bands of intense rain in
a category-3 cyclonic storm, the Mekunu, occurring on the South-East of the
Arabian Peninsula on May 23 2018 (3:04 UTC). The left panel above shows the
co-located infrared image of the cyclone and its rain rate contour lines (solid
colored contours), with indication of the ROHP-PAZ observation planes below
15 km altitude (black straight lines). The right panel shows the measured
polarimetric shift ∆φ(ht) and the ROHP-PAZ derived temperature and specific
humidity profiles.
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S3: geographic distribution of the cases in Fig-

ure 4

The panel above shows the distribution of the cases in Figure 4-left and 4-
center, all of them correspond to cases with R2◦ > 1 mm/h. They are grouped
according to the estimated cloud-top heights as shown in the legend.

The top panel in the figure next page shows the geographic distribution
of the ROHP-PAZ events presented in Figure 4-right of the letter. They corre-
spond to cases for which the co-located IMERG rain rate averaged over equator-
equivalent 0.6◦×0.6◦ cells are equal or higher than R0.6◦ >2 mm/h. The size of
the dots corresponds to rain rate (see legend) whereas the color scale indicates
the cloud-top height estimated by combination of the IR brightness tempera-
ture and the RO temperature profile. The figure on the bottom compiles the
distribution and cloud-top height for cases with R2◦ >0.1 mm/h.
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